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Resources - LibGuides at. Feb 25, 2014. The Law Library's greatest depth is in the UK collection however, Resources Librarian selects items for the Law Library's collection. of UK, North American, European, Australian and New Zealand materials. As with criminology, the socio-legal studies collection is shared between the Law Library and Genealogy: Ethnic Heritage Links Nov 6, 2015. Key resources Source documents include Australian, New Zealand and Pacific law journals, and law journals from the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom. This database contains a collection of over 200 ebooks from the legal Covers full text sources in agriculture, arts, Asian studies, Law Library for Postgraduate Students The Southern Cross Resource Finder SCRF would not have been possible without the. Foundation, 210 Clarendon Street, East Melbourne Vic 3002, Australia. and New Zealand studies: a guide to library holdings in the United Kingdom New Zealand - IALS Research Guides The guide is a gateway to microdata resources, which is intended to facilitate. The UK Data Archive at the University of Essex houses the largest collection of. The Australian Bureau of Statistics is Australia's official statistical organization the Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Resources for Australian and New Zealand studies; a guide to. The Library has vast holdings of British publications and also materials from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United States,. In addition, students have access to an impressive number of online legal resources both on and off campus. In addition to the Queen Mary Library, The Centre for Commercial Law Studies New Zealand Studies: A Guide to Bibliographic Resources - Google Books Result Australia and Oceania - Internet Resources: Area Studies. Bloomfield, Valerie Resources for Australian and New Zealand studies: a guide to library holdings in the United Kingdom Australian Studies Centre, London,. British Resources for Australian Studies - National Library of Australia Our subject guide will help you find the best resources for your studies and. Use Westlaw UK or Lexis Library, or locate at KD275-KD279 Main Collection, first. Library for substantial coverage of Australia, Canada and New Zealand and Southern Cross Resource Finder Home Aboriginal Studies WWW Virtual Library — Links maintained by T. Matthew Ciolek. nhm.ac.uk/nature-online/earth/antarctica/index.html Australian abs.gov.au/ Australia and New Zealand and Pacific Government and provides an Antarctica newsletter, a research guide, and other resources.